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Anglo-Irish Exchanges 10 May 1984 

I 

SECRET 

The talks lasted from 10.15 a.m. to 12.50 p.m. They 
v!ere followed by lunch at Brooks's Club. The 
atmosphere throughout was very friendly and relaxed -
particularly so at lunch. Those present were 
Sir Robert Armstrong, Uavid Goodall (both of the Cabinet 
Office), Mr. Nally, Mr. Lillis and the undersigned • 

The Irish side used the attached text as a speaking note. 
The text is based on the Governments decision of 9 May 1984. 

Confidentiality 

Mr. Nally began by stressing the need for absolute 
confidentiality and the dangers which the Taoiseach 
would see in l~ak~, Thp~p WPTP two-fold - he would 
be accused by the Opposition of going back to 1922; 
and within the Government there was a danger of going 
ahead of the consensus. 

Sir Robert Armstrong We have taken special steps to 
keep matters confidential since the approach of the 
1st of March. There are two problems (a) Mr Prior -
who says that he only refers in public to what 1S already 
in the public domain. (Armstrong said he had 
personally "warned" Prior earlier this week); (b) the NIO 
in London and Belfast. They had tried to keep the 
information to London and to as small a number as possible. 
They had also tried to ensure that no paper went to 
Belfast. They hope this position is maintained and ~i11 
do their best to do so. 

Statement of Principles \ 

Nally There is a political and a security problem about 
confidentiality. We recognise realistically that it canlt 
be kept completely under wraps. Therefore we have been 
thinking of work1ng towards a statement of principles 
which could be issued at the appropr iate time as a frarr.ework 
or umbrella for the discussions. 

Armstrong: ~V"e always felt that there would be a problem. 
Once the matter came into the public domain it would be 
necessary to move extremely fast. He personally had 
thought that it might be necessary to move very fast from 
the level of official talks to the level of a top political 
conference on the lines of Sunningdale. What was now being 
suggested (i.e. the principles) seem to be a different 
approach? The Irish (we) on the other hand were arguing 
for ~ jo~nt statement of general principles which would not 
envisage particular measures: a statement which would not 
have the "hard stuff" in it. 

--~--~=-=--":,-...... -~ .. . _ ... -=-.-
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Nally: Take it as a suggestion - we will each want to 
report back. 

Michael Lillis: There have been leaks. There is need 
for some kino of public position which would be seen as 
reasonab:e. . 
Armstrong: · I understand what you are saying. (At this 

• point ir. becailie l1ecessary to clarify that we \vere not 
thinking of t he principles as, so to speak, an end in 
themselves or as something that would require long and 
detailed negotiation at official level but rather as 
a f:L:amework, ?uplicly established by both Prime Ministers, 
to allow detalled negotiaticns and contacts to proceed) . 

David Gooda_l: 
princip:'es? 

Do you envisage a negotiation on the 

Nally: It is very imporr.anL LO r.he Government ln Vunlln 
to get the Unlonists involved. 

Goodall: \';e ylOuld have some diff icul ty about being seen 
to engage in a dialogue on the basis of the principles 
in the For~m Report. The debate so far on the Report 
has been ger.e~ally helpful. There could be dangers 
as well as advam::ages in trying over t .ime to agree on 
a statement of principles. (There followed some brief 
discussion of whether the European Council under the 
French Presidency in June might possibly be an occasion 
to issue a statement) • 

Armstrong: We would not exclude the possibility of some 
kind of statement from the European Council to cover what we 
are doing bu~ some aspects of the position might have 
to be stated on a unilateral basis. Goodall might 
prepare a British draft on the basis of 5.1 and 5.2 of 
the Forum Report. 

Goodall: These contacts (i.e. such as the present) can't 
wait for that. The tone of any common statement would 
be determined .for the Prime Minister to a considerable 
extent by what might emerge from our present talks. 

Nally cited the example of the short statement issued 
from the Heathj Cosgrave meeting at Baldonnell in 1973. 
At the time it seEmed quite innocuous but Sunningdale 
eventually was based on it. 

Armstrong irn..rrrediately recalled this and took lI.lr. 'ally's 
poinr. as wor- h cor.sidering. 

-. 
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Goodall: For the next three or four weeks we can stand 
on the position that we are studying the Report and the 
reaction to the Report and we will be considering the 
way forward in the light of that debate. Thereafter 
we would look forward to discussions with the Irish 
Government ..• (This turned into an effort to find some 
suitable formula - in part between Armstrong and Goodall 
but the Irish side also contributed. Some phrases tried 
by Goodall included ."ma'intaining the dialogue" "still 
studying the Forum Report and the public reactions to it 
in both countries", "we welcome the constructive elements 
and hope it will lead to a constructive public debate". 
"Will follow with great interest in the light of that 
debate". "Look forward to maintaining the dialogue". 
Eventually the undersigned suggested a formula which 
the British side thought might be the right approach. 
This was on the general lines - not exact - of referring 
to ".the continuing dialogue between the two Governments in 
which the Irish Government had brought the Forum Report 
to the attention of the British Government in all its 
aspects" ann "thp. Rrit-ish Govern!!1.ent is n0~'-! st'~d~Ting this". 
It was agreed that there could be consultation on replies 
to queries) • 

Nall~: You should of course know that the three Dublin 
mornlng papers today have some stories about official 
contacts. This is not based on anything we said. 

Armstrong (seemed to accept this cheerfully enough) . If 
anything comes out about the present talks we would 
presumably put them in the AIIC context. (It was decided 
to reserve question of whether these exchanges are or 
are not in the AIIC framework). 
Forum Report 
Nally: The following ideas while approved by our Government 
are without commitment. Furthermore the Government will 
want to be kept regularly -informed and monitor what is 
happening very closely. . 

\ 
Armstrong: That is true on both sides. The PM will keep 
close contact with the Foreign Secretary ann the Northern 
Ireland Secretary. The previous approach (1 March) had 
the general authority of the Cabinet. There had been a 
report back to the Cabinet but nothing had been put on paper. 

Nally read out the first and second paragraph of A of 
the speaking note (welcome for a British consideration 
of a new effort and glad they share our concerns). He 
added some comments about the future projections in the 
independent study accompanying the Forum Report pointing 
to the gloomy prospects for _orthern Ireland. In 
particular these showed that if the sit'lation continues 
unemployment would grow to 30% and 30% GDP would come f!:"om 
the British Exchequer. This would be a wholly intoleraDle 
situation. The particular figures could be questioned 
but it was clear that if the situation was allowed to 
dr ift there ,vould be catas~rophic cor; sequences (Forum 
Report 5.1.6). 
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Arms trong: \'le might not say so public ly but \"e \'lOuld 
not disagree with the general trend or the social 
implications drawn from it. 

status of Northern Ireland 

Nally continued ~ith the third paragraph of A of the 
speaking note (glad.the focus of BLitish thinking is 
to find ways of developing jOint Anglo-Irish structures 
to guarantee both identities in NI). He then read 
out item B from the speaking note (as amended durinq 
a preliminary discussio~). This indicated that the 
Government would be ready if '1ecessary to have it 
solemnly declared and registered with the UN that there 
could be no change in the present position of ~I without 
the consent of a majority of the people of NI. He went 
onto say that in other words we are ready to repeat 
the Sunningdale declaration and have it registered 
with the UN. 

Armstrong and Goodall noted that a similar approach had been 
contained in paragraph 6 of the Sunningdale Declaration 
but that because the second stage of that Conference never 
took place there had never been the formal agreement to 
register with the UN. 

Armstrong asked if such a declaration would be challenged 
in the Courts in Ireland. 

Nally: Yes but the challe~ge could be withstood. In 
the case taken by Kevin Boland following Sunningdale in 
1974 the stress in the Supreme Court judgement had been 
on two pOints (a) that what had been agreed was a 
Communique and not a formal agreement; and (b) that the 
recognition given was de facto and not de jurp.. In 
regard to the present idea our Attorney General had 
advised that we would not be concerned about the decision 
of the Supreme Court on the first point i.e. he believed 
that even a formal agreement would be upheld by the Court. 
In other words the approach outlined would be accepted 
by the Court as "ithin Lhe Constitution so long as the 
Govern enL kepL fror.l de . ure recognition of :10rthern 
Ireland. ':'~e expectaLlo. ",;3.S t at t ere would be a 
constit' tior-a: chal~enge c:.O an" such agreement but: 0::1 
the ad 'ice of t'e ~Ltor ey Genera:' it had been cO::1c!'ded 
that the Go 'er:l:::e. L cou:'d ,,' i . s ch a cha::'_enge. 

Arras tronq: :::n ot' er • .. ;ords the co pac:: agreed at 
Su ni ,g -a:'e ':"s sti:'l a\'ai:'aD:e. =s t:~ at the cOt!rse 
which the Irish Gover~~ent prefer? 

ally: 'l'hat is a subject on vi. ic the Ir ish GO'lerr .... "::ent 
have not ta~en a pos i tio .. (Here there \,'as so~e fur~her 
clarlrlcation of this pOint on the general li~es that ~he 
Goverlli~enL had considered the ma=ter and had aareed that 

• J 

they would be wi li::1g if ,ecessary to a~e a declaration 
on the lines ou~lined. ~hey had not ho~ever considered 
the question of constitutional change - either way) . 
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Goodall: But if you envisage being able to plead in the 
Supreme Court that the recognition given to Northern 
Ireland is de facto only, hew can that be sufficient 
reassurance to the Unionists? 

Goodall: The political logic of this exercise is: if 
you can satisfy the Unionists that their constitutional 
position is abso~utely secure, then other things are 
possible. He appreciated that it would be very 
difficult for Dublin to offer this reassurance. But if we 
have to rest our defence of a declaration on the grounds 
that it did!!£!:. have de jure effect, that \vould not meet 
the requirements of the situation. 

Dorr intervened here with some explanations about the 
Su'I1i1ingdale formula and the fact that lt had in the 
event not been for~a:ly registered with the U~. The 
intention was now that a solemn declaration formal~y 
registered with the U would indeed provide the ~ecessary 
reassurance to Unionists. Since the agree~ent would 
be a solemn one and would be registered with the U: in 
accordance Wlth the standing procedure one could not 
really say that i t ~vas not de jure. I t would be more 
accurate to say that (on the advice of the Attorney 
General) this course could be taken without conflict 
with the Irish constitution Articles 2 and 3 (so long 
as they were mainLained). 

Goodall: (Cl_ar ify ing) This would be one element in 
the agreement with the UK? It would be regis~ered 
by both Governments with the United Nations? 

Nally passed over a copy of an extract from a UN docureent 
about the registration procedure for treaties and 
agreement.s. 

Unitary State 
\ , 

Nally, moving on to section C of the speaking note, recalled 
that the Forum Report had been drafted by the four 
democratic nationalist parties in the island. In our 
view paragraph 5.1 and 5.2 were the core of the Report -
that plus the judgements that the consequences of inaction 
could be catastrophic. He referred in particular to 
paragra?h 5.2(10) (~he slide te~ards further violence 
and Britain's duty to respond now). The best and most 
durable basis for peace in the view of the parties to the 
Forum Report would be Irish unity. Paragraph 5.7 set out 
the par-cicular s-cructure '·lhicr.. the Forum '-lCuld ,-!ish to 
see established. ~h:s was a unitary state ac~ieved by 
agree _e and ~onsent er...bracinq -che who:"e is'and of 
Irelan" ~n pro'~~i~g irre 'ocab:"e g ara~~ees =or the 
pro~ec-ion and ,reser 'a-cio. of bot_ t e ~~~o~ists aLe 
.a~:o~a:~s- ~'2~~i~ies. As a =irs~ 'estic~ ~~ere=ore -

he .a- raise -,-i-. - .. e 3ri-:.s:. si"e ~::-.e "':2s-cio. as ~o 
t e po5siS~:~~_' 0= a~::.a~:-.~;.. ~:::~s? 
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Armstrong: This comes as no surprise. I have to say 
that the British Government does not believe that 
agreement on unity is available since there is no 
consent from the majority in Northern Ireland to it. 
Therefore we dont see it as a durable basis for peace 
and security in the foreseeable future. We see no 
reason to believe that the unionist majority would 
regard irrevocable guarantees as providing the 
protection that~they need which is provided at present 
by the border and ~he ~act of being part of the UK. 

Goodall: Some in the British Government would go 
further and say that constantly reiterating unity as 
a solution is unhelpful because it increases the 
intransigence on the unionist side. If ever unity 
were achieveabls it could only be because confidence 
had been built up sufficiently to make it natural. 

Michael Lillis said that one could accept such a view 
as being understandable, coming from Unionists. The 
British should have learned that the desire of a 
majority of Irish people for Irish unity was ~ TPality 
that could not be wished away. He added that the 
preference of the Irish Government for a unitary state 
remained "on the table". 

Goodall: We understand this. It is the position of 
the Labour Party but it is certainly not the position 
of the present Conservative Government. 

Armstrong read out paragraph 5.1 (6) of the Forum Report 
abOut the drift in~o more widespread civil conflict. 
He said that the unitary state was not likely to arrest 
this drift. 

Nally: We have to stick with the Forum Report. 

/,' 

Federal/Confederal 
\ 

Nally went on to read out the point about a federal/ 
confederal approach as in item (b) of section C of the 
speaking note. This refers to the possibility that it 
could make very full provision for accommodation of 
the sense of British identity of the unionists. He 
added that it could also have some financial 
advantages but these were secondary. 

Armstrong: I have to say that in our judgement unionist 
opinion is that this would go counter to what they need 
as already mentioned - the protection of the UK and the 
border. A solution on the lines of Chapter 7 of the Report 
(federation/confederation) as David Watt says in the 
Times this morning should be easie-r for the unionists to 
stomach but our jadgement is that it is not within the 
realm of possible achievement. We also believe that there 
is no lik~lihood of a process which would lead to its 
acceptance by a majority of the people of L~orthern Ireland 
in the time-scale '.ve are talking about. The Bri~ish 
Government does not regard this therefore as a practical 
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or i~mediate contribution to arresting the decline in 
Northern Ireland. The British Government ~elief is 
that it will be by relatively small steps that oce would 
have to move in that direction. The rock ln the end 
is membership of the UK and the right of recourse to 
London (i.e. for the unionists). 

~ 

Goodall asked about paragraph 7.7 of the Forum Report 
• which referred to the possibility that Unionists 'could 

maintain special links with Britain'. What did this 
mean? 

Lillis said that on the negative side he had to say that 
he thought this· was ~ot intended to involve membership 
of the United Kingdom but what it meant precisely would 
have to be worked out. 

Goodall wondered if it had any possible meaning. 

DOLL· I SiITiplj'- to 5tlO~~" thut t.hc CCrlccpt ~,':as net ~::h011~1 

without meaning, referred to the rather anomalous situation 
envisaged at Sunningdale where a Council of Ireland would 
provide special links between Northern Ireland, which 
still remained within the UK, and the South. 

Armstrong (repeated his earlier comments). This does 
not seem to the British Government to be a likely 
basis for going forward in the i~uediate future because 
the unionists will not accept it. Unionists will not 
accept removal from U.K. or removal of authority of U.K. 
Government. 

Goodall: They will not agree to break the constitutional 
link. 

Armstrong: !'1aybe there are some in Jorthern Ireland who 
would be willing to consider this but there is simply 
no prospect of modifying the British guarantee. It is 
too difficult for the present British Governnsr.t to 
comternplate. It appears that some change in the 
guarantee would certainly be involved in this approach. 
He suspects that otherwise Paisley might go for it -
though he would never say so publicly. This meant in 
effect that the Government is boxed-in - all the 
Unionists have to do is to sit tight. 

--

Goodall (reinforcing more strongly what Armstrong had said). 
Yes but there is a very strong feeling on the part of the 
Unionists that all this talk about acceptance of their 
"identity" is double talk. What they want is membership 
of the United Kingdom. It is very dif~icult for any 
British Government - even a Labour Government - to lift 
the guarantee. If it had never been given it might be 
all right but granted that it is there it would be very 
difficult to contemplate lifting it since this would 
involve the idea of possibly pushing citizens out of the 
United Kingdom. 
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The Forum Report may be a worthy document but it burkes 
the whole problem of consent while putting forward 
reasonable ideas. In the form here outlined with all 
its ambiguities (the federal/confederal option) the 
answer ~ust be that it is not acceptable. 

I 
Nally: The guarantee poses the same problems for you 
as Article 2 and 3 do for us. 

~ . 
Goodall: . There must on the other hand be a way of 
saying to the unionists - all right Northern Ireland 
is gOing. to be part of the United Kingdom. But you 
in turn must recognise that you are living on the 
island of Ireland. The present Situation is simply 
intolerable. .Therefore you have got to learn to 
work in an all-Ireland framework as well as in the 
UK framework. This is not a stepping stone to unity -
though who can say what may happen one day. In saying 
something on the foregoing lines to the unio~ists 
however you would have to be able to say also that 
the challenge has been removed. 

Lillis said it was important to note that the FOrum 
Report did not call for British withdrawal or withdrawal 
of the BritISh guarantee. The report did not demand 
Irish unity. Rather the report criticised the way in 
which the British guarantee had been applied in practice 
and he cited Section 5.1.4 of the report. 

Armstrong observed that the Forum formulation was a "fair 
statement on the case". 
Joint Authority 
Nal1y moved on to D of the speaking note in relation to 
jOint authority. Referring to the British ideas of 
1 March he said that - your focus is perhaps too narrow. 
Some of your ideas such as bands along the border would 
cause the IRA to become .stronger. 

He continued with section E of the speaking note stressing 
that anything done must be adequate, capable of enduring, 
transparent and not a Trojan horse. We recognise 
totally the need to create reassurance on the part of 
the unionists and to s~op alienation (on the part of the 
nationalists) . Alienation has become quite marked among 
all classes. Many law-abidjng citizens are moving 
towards support for Sinn Fein. 

What the Irish Government are suggesting after full 
consideration is an agreement between the two countries. 
Here he read out section F paragraph 14 (or paragraph 10 
in the revised form) items (i) - (vi). He added the 
comment that the approach was that things which are 
causi~g difficulty should be given to the joint authority 
and things whjch -are not causing difficulty should be 
given to a devolved administration in Northern Ireland. 
He continued with the other sub items but on item (xii) 
did not at this point mention the concept of alternation 
in the proposed jOint command although this came out 
in discussion later. 
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At this point since it was becoming difficult to convey 
the rather dense concepts orally the text of the speaking 
note section F to the end was handed over informally. 
And there was some considerable discussion on the ideas 
put forward (which I did not note fully). 

Goodall in di~cussion asked that what happens if there 
is disagreement within the jOint authority for example 
on the deployment of security forces in a particular 
area. At present many decisions on deployment of security 
forces .have to be referred to the political level and 
taken by the Secretary of State. In the new situation 
envisaged what would happen if within the jOint authority 
the British and Irish Minlsters were not in agreement? 

Lillis said he approached the matter differently. 
Northern Ireland in practice would be within the United 
Kingdom. However the problem is that there is deep 
alienation there and no acceptance of authority. The need 
is to win acceptance for authority. The ideas which the 
British side had floated earlier are of some interest 
and have been discussed but are seen as inadequate and 
would be no enthusiasm within our Government for going 
ahead on that basis. If we were to go ahead it would 
have to be on the adequate basis. If we go ahead 
with anything at all on these lines the Irish 
involvement should not be seen as subsidiary. In that 
case we would simply be accused of "doing the Brits 
dirty work". It is necessary therefore for both 
Governments to have equal status within the framework 
set. This leaves the question of how you resolve 
differences. This is very difficult but the problem 
cannot be met simply on the ~asis of saying that the 
UK t-1inister within the authority vlould be pre-eminent. 
Some ideas could be thought of - for example the concept 
of alternating responsibility fo~ six months at a time 
or the idea of a third- party to help resolve disputes . 

Goodall: But how would the i~dividual citizen feel? 
Would this approach ~eally i troduce greater stabi_ity? 
He said that he had spen~ the previous ~eek in 
Northern Ireland a ong t.e R .. C •. As Unionis~s ~hey 
fel t ~hat t .. eir syste~ T .. :o~~ed reasc~ably ;·le2.l. ':'::ey a:"so 
hoped that their province wou:"d benefit from a.y upsurge 
in prosperity i~ the rest of the ·.K. ~heir people 
seemed to be settling do~n to a state of "nori ality". 
The Irish ideas being presen~ed seemed designed to cast 
the whole institutional life of ~corthern Irela:1d into a 
state of acute uncertainty. The British approach was 
based on the notion of keeping the present structure of 
authority in place and bringing in the Irish dimension, 
getting· people accustomed ~o the idea of all-Ireland 
institutions. ~This (the Irish proposal) is a very 
unsettling thing indeed". Now i~~ediately after a call 
for un~ty by the four parties in the Forum can you really 
possibly i~agine that this complex system envisaged here 
would produce peace or stability? 
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Armstrong could see the reason for saying that the British 
vote could not be the dominant one. This suggested 
the possibility of a casting vote? What could it be 
where sovereignty rests with the UX? It would certainly 
have to work quickly in reaching decisions (these comments 
by Armstrong seemed to me to be ruminative rather than 
objections) • 

Dorr said that,the British proposals of 1 March while 
rather different had.also envisaged some kind of joint 
action. They spoke of a security commission. The 
question still arose however how disputes would be settled 
within the commission - in other words the problem was 
not simply one in the Irish ideas but one which had to be 
addressed in any kind of jOint approach. 

Armstrong said that they had not had closed minds. What 
they haC. been thinking of in their proposals wC.s some kinc. 
of joint squads on the model of the inter-Constabulary 
joint squads in Britain and possibly a jOint police authority. 
There had also been some thought of the possibility of 
a third police force (i.e. neither RUC or Gardai). If 
this approach had been followed in the UK view the 
Commander could be either from North or South - he \llould 
be answerable to a jOint police authority. It had 
seemed possible to them that some kind of agreement on 
policing on areas on either side of the border would be 
easier to come by than elsewhere. There would be a 
real prospect that a joint police aULhority responsible 
would be able to work objectively. We may have been 
over-optimistic in this. It seemed hmvever a sood 
approach to take as a first step. 

Lillis: Yo' see it as: experinental? Ot...r :::ee!.inc; is 
that in. that case t~ e . certai::rty ana ir:s::'abi_i::'_· .. ;ould 
ir::crease . 

o ::: i. i t."':"a: - ~roposa: re_a::ec. ::0 .. a-:="':"or:a:"':"st 
so:-:-.e:: .. "':":u; 0 t .ese _i. es -.. o:::d ~ see as 

a lllOre re::ote t: rec.t to ::he .. io .. i5::'5 ~;: i':'e at z~e 5a'L.e 
tilde dO.i 9 so:::e-=:_,i::g =o~ ~:~e _ ... at~o~a_ ::'s-cs • ~~c..t ,is to 
say the co .cept . as 0= "joi t:1ess n i:: ~reas -;.,-2"le:r-e it -flas: 
needed a C. OL -I:here i t ~.".ou:c. see:::l a tr.rea::'. =-:.is ',las 
the kind of thinkL8 behind i::. 2e talked abcl:.:: t:.e 
concept of njoi.:1t sC::<lads n • (I c.i."l not sure tha:: !: ~ave 
fully grasped the detai_s 0::: British tninki~g as outlined 
by ArIHstrong on ::r.is point). i\.rrr..strong (·tiho !":as a HOiLe 
Office backgrounc.) hO~ojever see::n ':0 argue that in Lhe 
initial :ar itish ti'.inking the n jOint'1ess 11 .... .'QuId De 
limited in areas and that -the \-1hole thing CCULC t>e handled 
more as an operational matter than a polit~cal o~e. ~~ 
one stage in the discussion = thought he haC. =-.oVeQ to:'la:-ds 
saying t~at Tflhile -there '"ould be "ba::~st1 on each side 0::: 
the border and so~e ~ove ent across it as Ne~l as so~e ~ind 
of joint ?o:icy autr.a:-itYr the i~portan-:= decisions on 
either side -.. muld ;:;e taken by the; ~ele7ant ?oli~ica:::" 
authori~Y a:1d ~ot jOintly. = shculd add ho~e\e:- tnat it 
did net seen to :;::e ::hat M. :.5,[::::0 .. 9" 3nc. Geeda:l -,';ere reaL .. 7 
tryi g ~o p rsue t~e i.itia_ Bri::is~ ideas ~i::h us in -:=his 
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discussion. It was simply that reference had been made 
to those ideas to show that the problem of resolving a 
dead-lock within the relevant joint authority could exist 
in any case and even apart from our specific proposals. 

Armstrong: If item (viii) about powers reserved to _the 
jOint author i ty~ did not include secur i ty it \lOuld be 
easier. (This led tG some tentative discussion of- that 
point between Nally and Armstro:lg witi,1out commitmen-t 
on either side). 

Armstrong (explaining his idea): Security would -remain 
at Westminster but there would a right for the Irish 
Minister within. the jOint authority to be consulted. 
The view of the British Minister would however prevail. 

Lillis emphasised that we are trying to think of something 
which would last. 

Armstrong accepted this and commented that for that -reason 
we - were suggesting a much bigger jump than the British 
side had envisaged. Their approach had been a matter 
of individual steps. 

Lillis: This would be destabilising in itself. The 
ideas now being considered would not work if the 
perception of the minority was that the system of authority 
remained British but that its agents ~n the street simply 
included some Irish forces. 

Goodall: If in all decisions that matter the Irish 
Government has an equal say then it is diffic~lt ~o 
argue that sovereignty is unaffected. Sovereignty in 
fact has been emptied of content. 

Armstron~ recalled from his studies in political science 
that the elements of sovereignty were regarded as three
fold - finance, foreign policy, and defence and security. 
It seemed that our approach envisaged the first two 
as remaining with theBritish Government but not the third. 

Goodall explained that because of these difficulties 
their earlier approach had envisaged the idea of "coIr.missions" 
with long-term objectives. The question is, is there any 
political all-Ireland dimension that could be considered 
without giving rise to the difficulties mentioned? Could 
there be for example an Irish Commissioner resident in Belfast 
with some right to be consulted? Or an Irish 1>linister 
resident in Belfast? (This was said rahter speculatively). 

Armstrong and Goodall together said that on balance the 
proposals we had outlined would seem "very cool" to the 
Prime Minister. Her immediate reaction ,,:ould be to say 
"they have the veto and we pay!" 

U F .... , .JP "!!II"'ii ' .... .. J 
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Lillis pointed to item (ii) and explained the concept. 
He said that we believed it was necessary to provide 
reassurance to the unionists which would remain valid 
even if there were to be a change of sovereignty at a 
later date by agreement. 

Armstrong retur~ed to the question of whether it vlOuld 
be tolerable to the I~ish Goverr.~ent if security were 
reserved to westminster? 

Nally speaking personally wondered if it might be? He 
said he had no authority on the point however. 

This led to a certain ar:tount. of discussion of \vhat "the 
joint authority" meant - was it the two Governments or 
was it an instrumentality established by the two 
Governments? 

Armstrong (Nally?) mentioned the concept that Westminster 
could exercise certain powers throuqh the ioint authority 

Goodall asked how the executive would be appointed -
would it contain equal representation for the minority 
and the majority. 

Nally doubted that this was the intention and Lillis 
supported this. 

Armstrong asked if there could be a return to the concept 
of their ideas of a joint commission rather than a 
jOint authority. 

Goodall began to work again through the speaking note 
to see how it would stand. On pOint (i) he said that 
there would be an agreement which would include a 
declaration of the kind mentioned earlier. On (ii) 
it might be better to take out the explicit referer.ce 
to "constitutional chang~", On (vi) if security were 
now to be considered as an excepted po~er then the 
wording of this i~em would need to be cha~ged. One 
might cons ider chang ing "from" (~vhich ~he exerc ise of 
public authority would flow) to "through". Item (vi) 
on Excepted PO',iers would arguabl:l be revised to incluc.e 
security (at this poing Goodall was looking through the 
speaking note and in effect imagining wnat cha~ges 
would need to be made in it if one were to retain the 
idea which Arms~rong had floated that security would be 
excepted to Westminster but with certain functions, while 
remaining the general responsibility of Westminster, 
being devolved to the jOint authority). He added that a 
Bill of Rights might be envisaged. 
Arrnstrong said that if the "joint authority" is understood 
to mean the two Governments then one is talking about 
joint sovereignty. If on the other hand the phrase is 
understood to mean the ~inisters appointed by the two 
Governments then it is not a case of joint sovereignty, 
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As regards item (xi) of the speaking note which had been 
the subject of earlier discussion, Nally read out a section 
of the study prepared by a Sub-Co~~iteee of the FOrum on 
the question of jOint authority. The section related 
to the problem of resolving disagreements and suggested 
various' methods - arbitration, a casting vote etc. It 
might be possible to have one of the two members of the 
authority have~a casting vote for a time. The casting 
vote would then p~ss -to the other. ' 

Discussion returned briefly to the fact that even the 
initial British proposals would give rise to the 
problem of resolving disagreement. Goodall said that 
in their proposals joint crime squads would have been 
established and could have been used on either side of 
the border. But their use could only be by agreement. 
However for the most part the functioning of the system 
could be at operational rather than political level. 

Armstrong said in his view it was easier to focus on the 
idea that the actual police and military would remain as 
they are but would operate under a jOint authority. He 
thought that the idea of an alternating command (mentioned 
in item (xii) of the speaking note) would lead to 
confusion. The police could be answerable to a jOint 
police authority. 

Lillis said he had considerable problems about the 
way the disc ssion seemed to be proceeding. There was 
a very clear dif=iculty in any of these ideas. If the 
police ran i.to tro~ble in ~es~ Belfast =or exa.ple the 
question had to be resolved -.,'hich military force they 
would call in? 

Armstrong said it · . ..;as very difficult to see ~/hat would be 
done in Be If as 1:. Along ~he border hm-lever he thought 
if the incident happened in the South the Joint Squad 
would call on the Ir ish Army and if it were l'orth of the 
border it would be on the British Army. 

Nally intervened to say firstly that involvement in the 
South was not "on" and secondly that 'tIe must not thl:1k that 
there was enormous enthwsiasn for joint security at 
Govtrnment level in Dublin - indeed on the contrary there 
were some strong reservations and the idea was only being 
considered as something which seemed to be necessary. 
There was a clear awareness on our side that there would 
be problems involved and it vias by no means a panacea. 

Goodall: That is why we thought of an initial approach 
by way of a joint security commission ~,.,hich would see 
what could be done and develop ideas. Our approach 
was n01: to start in Belfast. 'l'he jOint commission -.. lould 
monitor whatever 'was done at the outset to see hm·, it 
worked and see about further development. We took a 
similar. approach to the idea of an all-Ireland court. 
Here again VIe thought of beginning by setting up a 
commission to study the matter and look into the harmonisation 
of criminal law 'orth and South. 
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At this pOint the discussions were adjourned and the 
participants left for lunch. Over lunch there was 
very little substantive discussion of the issues worth 
reporting and discussion ranged more over the general 
questions of the Anglo-Irish relationship historic and 
otherwise. 

..... 
Pr ior to lunch', Goodall observed t!lat he did not yet 
know whether to present the "Irish ideas" as we had 

• presented them to the Prime Minister. He observed 
that on the side of British requirements of us, our 
suggestions were inadequate and on the other side they 
were excessive. He said, perhaps jocosely, that the 
Prime Hinister. might well consider that the Irish 
"demands" amounted to "burglary". 

Over lunch, Goodall said that the Irish suggestion on 
the constitutional position of Northern Ireland seemed 
to him to be seriously inadequate. He could not himself 
see anything short of a constitutional amendment as being 
adequate. Nally said the Government had taken no 
negative decision on that. 

Goodall also said that in his days with the RUC, he had 
confirmed what we had told him about their border 
patrolling, namely that the RUC did not patrol on the 
ground up to the border. He said the RUC had said that 
the Garda Siochana did not patrol up to the border either. 
He said the RUC had said relations on the border up to 
and including the level of Inspector were excellent. 
Above the they got progressively worse. He added that 
the RUC had told him that they had considerable respect 
and regard for the Garda Siochana. They greatly 
regretted however the dispersal from the border of the 
Garda Task Force. Lillis remarked that he had not 
heard of such a view attributed to the RUC before. He 
added that the only standing-down that he had heard an 
allusion to was that of \a number of RUC officers North 
of the border, but that he understood it w~s hoped to 
restore earlier levels follm·ling meetings between 
Mr. Barry and Mr. Prior and Mr. Noonan and Mr. Prior. 
Goodall continued that all the RUC personnel he spoke to 
shared the perception that support for Sinn Fein contin~ed 
to rise and that they ';vould take a commanding position in 
the nationalist comnmnity in Northern Ireland following 
the local election in June next year. 

It was privately confirmed between Goodall and Lillis that 
neither side had made ''proposals' to the otner. This 
understanding could be invoked in the case of queries. 

N. Dorr 
16 Hay .1984 

(Note prepared in consultation with H. Lillis) 
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